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Preface to the English
Edition

The French edition of this book was first published in 1997 by Presses
Universitaires de France in a series called “Que sais-je?” (What do I
know?) alluding to Michel de Montaigne’s own questioning. The se-
ries, which was devised from the start as a paperback encyclopedia,
contains to date about 3500 titles, each book consisting of exactly
27 = 128 pages. The topics cover all subjects: law, science, philos-
ophy, art, history, etc. Amongst these there are only a few books
discussing mathematics.

The editorial policy is rather unusual and worth mentioning.
When an author dies, or simply loses interest in revising his mono-
graph, the publisher asks a new specialist to write a book on the
same subject, with the same title and the same number in the series.
Apart from these constraints, no specific directive is imposed on the
new author, who is therefore free to treat the matter according to his
own conception of the subject.

In 1953, Émile Borel wrote a first version of Les nombres premiers
and died three years later. Jean Itard wrote a second version in 1969
and died ten years later. We, the new authors, published ours in 1997
and, as far as we know, we seem to be in good health... And we dearly
hope our book will last a long time!
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x Preface to the English Edition

We wish to express here our gratitude to Andrew Granville, who
first proposed the idea of a translation to the American Mathematical
Society, and who is also present in this book, amongst many other
number theorists, through his mathematical results. Joan Mendès
France and Mohan Nair greatly helped us at various stages of the
groundwork of this edition: we thank them warmheartedly. And, of
course, we take full responsibility for any mistakes or shortcomings!



Preface to the French
Edition

This book is dedicated to the memory of Paul Erdös, who

left us in September 1996, at the very moment when we

completed the writing of the first edition. He was an un-

cle to us (and so his friends called him) and a master. A

giant of mathematics disappeared: his influence will be felt

profoundly in the centuries to come.

Number 571 of the collection Que sais-je? already has a history.
The first edition dates from 1953. It was written by Émile Borel, a
mathematician of great breadth, who profoundly influenced the the-
ories of analysis, probability and mathematical physics. Some of his
innovative works dealt with applications of probability to number
theory, though, regrettably, he did not mention them in his mono-
graph Les nombres premiers. Using randomness to study certainty
may seem somewhat surprising. It is, however, one of the deepest
contributions of our century to mathematics in general and to the
theory of numbers in particular.

In 1969, Jean Itard took over from Borel and brought out a new
text, devoting the major part to algebraic methods, which are cer-
tainly more accessible to a broad audience.
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xii Preface to the French Edition

We have deliberately chosen to radically distance ourselves from
our two predecessors by taking up a daunting challenge, namely to
introduce the modern analytic theory of prime numbers — excluding,
however, very recent contributions from the theory of modular forms.

In tackling the age-old questions — are there many prime
numbers?, how are they distributed?, etc. — this field has blossomed
unprecedentedly over the last hundred years, notably because of its
interactions with probability theory.

Tables of prime numbers display a chaotic aspect whose appar-
ent disorder somewhat resembles classical random models arising, for
example, from physical phenomena. And here is exactly the pur-
pose of this little book: to describe, and then to try to understand,
how a sequence so precisely determined as that of prime numbers can
incorporate so great a share of randomness.

Let us take this point a little further. Total randomness, chaos,
is infinite complexity. Besides, the complexity of an integer obviously
grows with its size: is the number 26972593 − 1 prime?(1) In the
neighbourhood of infinity, the sequence of integers, and therefore that
of prime numbers, contains randomness. Current research in modern
analytic number theory tries to account for this aspect.

Physicists and philosophers continue to debate the existence of
“hidden variables”. The Copenhagen School, with Niels Bohr, de-
fends the thesis that the subatomic world is governed by chance.
Einstein, for his part, dreams of a totally deterministic sub-subatomic
explanation. Could it be that the sequence of prime numbers serves
as a model for the ideas of Einstein, who maintained that God does
not play dice, while the eminent number theorist Mark Kac professed
the opinion that prime numbers play a game of chance?

The dialectic pair order/disorder has occupied number theorists
since Legendre and Gauss conjectured a harmonious distribution for
the prime numbers, namely that the nth prime number is approxi-
mately equal to n logn.(2) Such regularity in randomness is hardly
surprising: what could be more unpredictable than the toss of a coin,

(1)Yes, according to Hajratwala, Woltman and Kurowski (1999).
(2)This was proved by Jacques Hadamard and Charles de La Vallée-Poussin in

1896, just over one hundred years ago.



Preface to the French Edition xiii

even though the probability governing the event is consistently 1
2 and

never budges?

We have chosen to describe these phenomena from a historical
perspective, following the gradual development of the philosophy —
that is, working out of basic conceptual representation — of prime
number theory. Chapters 1, 2 and 4 are mainly devoted to regularity
results, while Chapter 3 essentially deals with random aspects of the
distribution of prime numbers. In Chapter 5 we describe the principal
conjectures which underpin the theory, and we eventually come to
understand that this dichotomy is merely apparent. Indeed, chance
and necessity intertwine harmoniously to produce structure, and each
of these strands clarifies and explains the other.

Every choice entails restriction. Our narrative approach also has
its pitfalls and shortcomings. Breaking deliberately (some will say
scandalously) with a century-old tradition in this type of work, we
do not provide a table of prime numbers(3) and we do not give our
favourite proof of the law of quadratic reciprocity. On a more serious
note, we shall not discuss the various and deep generalizations of
prime numbers in commutative algebra, e.g. prime ideals in number
fields, irreducible polynomials over a ring or a finite field, etc.For this
one may consult the classical books available in French.(4) We also
ignore, almost totally, the “divisor” aspect of prime numbers, even
though it provides a singular field of investigation for probabilistic
methods in number theory.(5) Finally, we shall touch only very briefly
(in Chapter 1, §3) on the cryptographic and algorithmic aspects of
the theory, whose striking applications have, in recent years, been
well popularized.(6)

Science as a whole, and indeed mathematics, has an ever increas-
ing place in general culture. Besides, there is no shortage of “pleasing

(3)A lacuna which can easily be compensated for by using a desk calculator.
(4)And in English as well: see, for example: P. Samuel, Algebraic theory of num-

bers, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1970; Z.I. Borevitch & I.R. Shafarevitch, Number Theory,
Academic Press, 1966; J.-P. Serre, Local fields, Graduate Texts in Mathematics 67,
Springer-Verlag, 1979.

(5)This point of view has been developed in several recent works, in particular:
P.D.T.A. Elliott, Probabilistic number theory (2 vol.), Springer Verlag, 1979-1980;
R.R. Hall & G. Tenenbaum, Divisors, Cambridge University Press, 1988.

(6)For more on this, see the book of G. Robin, Algorithmique et cryptographie,
SMAI, coll. “Ellipses”, 1991.



xiv Preface to the French Edition

and delectable”(7) expository works, some quite remarkable,(8) which
are devoted to spectacular aspects of prime numbers. We have there-
fore chosen to follow a different path with the deliberate intention
to aim a little higher than is usual in a work designed for a broader
readership. We are aware that certain developments will seem dif-
ficult — they are. We have sometimes preferred a short calculation
(the mathematician’s sketch) to a long explanation, and the style is
purposely condensed, even to the extent of being in some places al-
lusive. This seemed necessary to us in order to clarify some of the
essential arguments. Thus we hope that attentive and tenacious read-
ers will satisfy their curiosity with locally complete proofs — it was
with this intention in mind that we drafted Chapter 4, which is es-
sentially self-contained. But we would also encourage more hurried
readers, or those less interested in entering into details, to read this
book “diagonally”, granted it is true that only definitions matter,
provided one understands them, and these resonate with each other
through intrinsic logic. The rest is mere chatter.

In contrast with analytic reading, i.e. not going to line n+1 until
line n is understood and assimilated, we would support a more syn-
thetic approach (made possible precisely because of the conciseness
of the presentation), a glissando, where the leading string is always
heard.

Once an overall understanding has been attained, nothing pre-
vents the reader (and, as will have been understood, it is indeed
necessary for further progress) from going back, pen in hand, and
inspecting the rigour, if not the roughness, of the proofs. The game
is worth the candle.

This book is not easy, yet through its mystery we hope it will
convey the hidden pleasure of poetry. Out of complexity is born the
dream. Neither Stéphane Mallarmé nor Umberto Eco would disagree.

We have relied, at several stages in the writing of this book, on
help from a variety of friendly sources. We wish to express here our
special gratitude to Jean-Paul Allouche, Jean-Philippe Anker, Michel

(7)To use the expression of Bachet (1612).
(8)The exhaustive Nombres premiers: mystères et records, of P. Ribenboim, PUF

1994, is one of them.
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Balazard, Daniel Barlet, Régis de La Bretèche, Éric Charpentier, Hédi
Daboussi, Cécile Dartyge, Jean-Marc Deshouillers, Jean-Claude Fort,
Andrew Granville, Jerzy Kaczorowski, Bernard Landreau, Pierre
Marchand, Gérard Mathieu, Jean-Louis Nicolas, Emmanuel Pedon,
Patrick Sargos, Jacques Sicherman, André Stef, Jie Wu, and Paul
Zimmermann.

Nancy and Bordeaux, September 1996,

G. T. & M. M.F.
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